
Comparing and Scaling Test 
Additional Review



Complete these review questions. Answers are in 
notes section of each slide.

Review Investigation 1 and 2 quizzes/study 
guides/topics lists

Ask Miss Buckley for more materials if you need 
them.



proportional?

e. Write an equation that relates the cost, C, to the number of apples, n.

f. What is the COP?

a) $0.25 per apple
b) 6;  0.25;  12;  2.50;  18
c) 4
d) Yes: constant rate of $4 per apple, COP = 4, not addition/subtraction
e) C = ¼n   OR     n = 4C 
f) ¼ or 4, depending on which equation you wrote



Do each of these graphs represent proportional 
relationships? (Yes/no)

No, no, yes



a. Proportional, unit rate (and COP) = 29
b. Not proportional, unit rate = 3.6 (no COP)
c. Not proportional, unit rate = 3.5 (no COP)
d. Proportional, unit rate (and COP) = ½ 



1) 5/3, 3, 9, 18
2) 3, 6, 45, 42, 90
3) 9, 24, 45, 56
4) ¾, 4, 21, 36, 60   



A different refrigerator costs $3,250. 
What is the 6.5% sales tax on the 

refrigerator?

$211.25



A washing machine costs $429.99. 
What is the total price of the washing 

machine including a 6.5% tax?

$457.94



A refrigerator costs $1,200. 
What is the total price of the refrigerator 

including a 6.5% tax?

$1,278.00



A bag of Miss Buckley’s dog’s food is on 
sale for 15% off. After the discount, it 

costs $31.50. What is the original price 
of the bag of dog food?

$37.06



A vacuum cleaner is on sale for $200. If 
this is a 28% discount, what was the 
original price of the vacuum cleaner?

$277.78



C., E.



A, C, E



Caitlin can run 3 miles in 27 minutes.
Find both unit rates for this situation.

1 mile in 9 minutes
1/9 of a mile in 1 minute



10:4 = 5:2



1) 1:0.5; 2)  0.5:2; 3) 1:0.5:2



Solve this proportion:

4       5
x      15

=

X = 12



Solve this proportion:

3       .5
x      1.5

=

X = 9



Solve this proportion:

72      18
16      n

=

N = 4



9 cups of mix, 21 cups of water



75 minutes



311 parts in 1 hour



Hakeem



About 37 boxes



About 11.5 hours


